Abstract. C-K theory as an innovative design theory and combination the characteristics and deformation of the design. Into the product variant design will make the parametric mechanical design modeling more rigorous and standardized. The paper has carried on the second development on the Solidworks platform. On the basis of this, the modular intelligent design platform of NC grinding machine is realized. An innovative design method of GL-KXM series milling and grinding machine's parametric, series and intelligent assembly is presented.Realize the automatic generation from the user needs to the 3D entity model,and the feasibility of the method is verified by an example of software.
Introduction
Based on the computer aided design (CAD) technology, the mechanical product design method directly applied the CAD software to realize the solid modeling of each part of the product and the whole entity modeling of the product. Although the designers free from a large amount of tedious manual drawing, the design work also has very big support and help, but not to reduce some simpler with certain repetitive design work, the same can not cope with the challenges of the rapid growth of market demand and personalized product demand, to realize the innovation of product design.
C-K Theory
C-K theory is first proposed by Hatchuel and Weil in 2003 . [1] Its purpose is to provide a rigorous, formal theory of formal unity for the design. The C-K theory describes a process that is assumed to be designed to be considered as a process of the interaction between the concept space and the knowledge space with different logic as well as the structure. The existing design ideas and design theory will be defined as the demand function and the dynamic mapping of the selected architecture. And this kind of dynamic mapping is not enough to describe the new objects and new knowledge which have different characteristics in the design process. C-K theory explains the existence of information in the design process. [2] The structure and interaction of the concept space and the knowledge space embody the core idea of C-K theory.
Transformation Relation of C-K Theory
The core idea of C-K theory is embodied in the interaction between C space and K space. Through the interaction between the two structures of different space and the external interaction, the two space itself and the expansion of each other are realized. This "reasoning" by the transformation of knowledge and concept space is by four operators to achieve [3] : concept and knowledge (C→K), knowledge, spatial (K→C), concept and concept (C→C), knowledge, knowledge (K→K) as shown in Fig. 1 . Four operations can be divided into two major changes, the first two operators to break their own field of change, after the two operators for their own to learn from each other. Extension Structure of C-K Theory C-K theory in the design process not only produces "solutions" and in the process also produced new concepts and new knowledge, so the c-k theory is a theory which has expansion ability, the in the design process will be the original K space and C space will continue to expand. Design begins with an initial concept. In the process of design, we in order to find a satisfactory solution, the initial concept through changes in the properties of the segmentation, thus creating the new concept, achieve the expansion, by the same token, the K space is for trying to test the propositions of logic state is extended. The interaction between the four operators in the knowledge space and the concept space is realized. There are two types of constraint partition and extended partition in the inner expansion of the concept space. [4] When added to the properties of a concept is in the knowledge space known, is said to the separation of constraint; if increased in a spatial knowledge unknown attribute, is known for expansion of segmentation, that is to say, the restriction to refine the segmentation of the known concept of attribute, and expansion of image segmentation is to add a new topological properties, as shown in Fig. 2 . 
Feature Variants Under the Guidance of C-K Theory
The paper combined the characteristic variant system with the c-k theory of innovation design to complete the analysis of the CAD model of product. By defining the characteristic structure of the model, which need to be changed, to change a kind of design method of expression model. In the process of designing the whole model, according to the final demand, the active parameters and the driven parameter [5] are determined respectively, and the constraint conditions are added to these parameters (such as the relation or function, etc.). For assembly, in meet the relationship between parts of the internal parameters based on the need to add the corresponding constraints (interval distance, parallel, to coincide with the axis, etc.) between each assembly parts, and finally to complete the final feature design task.
Parts Division
Firstly, in order to satisfy the requirement of dimension constraint and parameter transfer in the variant design process, the classification of components is necessary. The parts was divided into three categories: standard parts; similar parts; complex parts. Parts are classified according to the transmission characteristics of the variants as shown in Table 1 . The guiding ideology of C-K theory is embodied in the selection of active feature parameters, and the process of realizing the whole product innovation. First of all in the enterprise knowledge base search function similar to or is the structure of the product, selection in the knowledge base has been in existence for the parts information model, when knowledge base in can not meet the needs of customers, and puts forward the original product improvements in structure or function optimization. [6] For example(GL-KXM series of milling, grinding integral functions), constitute a known from in front of the c-k theory, concepts in C space are often the source of demand in the market, so you can be users of the proposed design requirements as the initial concept in the concept space C, then we obtain the early start concept C0, work piece length and width size exceeded the size of the working table. The process structure is shown in Fig. 3 : 
Assembly Relation and Dimension Transfer
Different parts in the assembly process to take different connection, so as to achieve different functional requirements of mechanical products. Among them, the connection between the parts is divided into three categories: dynamic connection, static connection, to maintain a certain position of the connection method. There are two parts in the assembly relation, the surface of which is bound to have a certain size constraint relation. In the variant design, due to the size constraints and assembly relationship under the influence, winner of variant parts size changes will inevitably cause and it is matched with the driven part size changes, process of forming parts size in turn passed down. At the same time, the whole variant of the large part can also produce the corresponding modification modification of the large part which is directly or indirectly related to the existence of the large part. Therefore, it is clear that the mechanical product assembly relation is the premise to solve the dimension parameter transmission. The assembly relation of mechanical product is like Fig.5 .
Realization of System Function
GL-KXM series of grinding machine design examples of concrete abstract deformation design model of the component process is as follows:
(1)The length and width of the working table as the main deformation parameter, the main deformation parameters pass to the1 other parts with the mapping rules.
(2)Based on the abstract model, it combined with innovative design theory, which using XML knowledge representation method to construct the design knowledge, more reasonable and effective representation of the design knowledge, including knowledge of abstract design model and design rules.
(3)In grinding function of various machine, the intelligent design model of deformation have the same structure of gantry CNC grinding machine and milling machine model, Based on CAD model, main deformation parameters and deformation parameters to the working table and a beam of mapping rules and constraints, as shown in Fig. 4 shows. In grinding the big box structure unit based, using the CAD system character for array design method, the main deformation parameters are mapped to the large deformation parameters, then the large deformation mapping parameters to the box body, the mapping rules from the relationship between the size of array and the number of the box shape, as shown in Fig. 5 . (4)In order to realize the intelligent deformation design platform of the NC grinding machine, the XML knowledge representation method is used to construct the design knowledge. Using CAD system and API function structure relationship script program, realize the model structure, parameter mapping and constraint set of 3D direct manipulation functions, in order to generate abstract intelligent variant design model, realize the corresponding intelligent deformation is designed to operate. 
Conclusion
This paper in a comprehensive and in-depth understanding and Analysis on the theory of innovation design and variant design method and process, combined with the novel and is more and more popular c-k theory of innovation design, grinding machine innovation design method was studied, with Dephi framework, the VBS as as a script programming language, the secondary development of Soliworks2012 developed parametric variant of components of the grinding machine and automatic assembly system.
